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"Left-over homemade quiche is
yummy served cold for lunch. I
use Shortcrust pastry (shop
bought), 3 eggs, 250ml cream,
200ml milk, lardons/ham/streaky
bacon cut into pieces, chopped
peppers or courgettes (or any veg
the kids will eat), some grated
cheese. Put the pastry into your
tart tin, fry the meat/veg, beat
eggs with cream and milk in a
bowl. Spread the meat/veg on the
pastry pour the liquid mix over,
cover with cheese and bake for
around 45 mins. Slices of this are
nice for the lunchbox." - Christelle

"I make Vegetable Crisps using 2
large carrots, 2 large parsnips, 1
small turnip, 1  large sweet potato,
and 4 tablespoons of rapeseed oil.
Peel all the vegetables and slice
wafer thin with a sharp knife into
circles. Sprinkle one  tablespoon
of oil on a baking sheet and place
vegetables on the tray. Drizzle the
remaining oil over them and cook
at 180C for 12 minutes until they
curl and go brown. Cool on a wire
rack and store in tupperware. Kids
love crisps  and it’s a great way to
get them to eat vegetables."
- Grainne
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"When making salad sandwiches
for lunch use mayonnaise instead
of butter as it will stop the bread
going soggy" - Annette

"Make a yummy tuna pasta salad
for kids lunches, you can add
anything to it you like. My kids like
olives, peppers, spring onions,
pickles and tuna with an Italian
dressing!" - Sarah

"My kids love cold cooked pasta
with some sliced meat. I also
make a salad, fill a lunch box and
give them dressing in a separate
container with a roll, I find they eat
some salad at small break then
made a salad roll for lunch." 
- Dawn

"My kids love pasta and pesto
salad, julienne carrot strips and
slices of cucumber, with some
rice cakes" - Caroline

"Mackerel fillets (tinned variety) in
sandwiches makes a change from
tuna/mayo for kids who like
them!" - Lyndzie



"Our kids love tuna and sweet-
corn and cheese wraps or pittas. I
also give them brown soda bread
with butter and grapes and cheese
on the side. Pasta and chicken
goes down well. I freeze juices as
they act like an ice block and keep
everything cold." - Ciara
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"Buy a free range chicken, roast it,
carve it and you have fresh,
healthy chicken for sandwiches
and salads for lunches for the
whole family for a fraction of the
price of buying packeted meat."  
- Iseult

"I buy packs of strawberries and
blueberries, wash and chop them
up, mix together and put in plastic
containers. It’s 2 of your 5-a-day,
and colourful for lunchboxes!"
- Leanne

"Homemade pizza is the favourite
dinner of the week in our house
and we always make sure to make
it on a school night, so there’s
pizza for lunch too the next day.
Delicious cold and easy to cut into
lunchbox-friendly shapes."
- Verena 

"My kids love banana bread made
with natural yoghurt and prunes
(helps keep the bread moist and
it's so yummy). I also make
Oatmeal, Apple (Granny Smiths
are best) and Cinnamon Muffins,
and I add flax, sesame and
sunflower seeds" 
- Brenda

"A small tub with chopped mixed
peppers & cherry tomatoes along
with some cheese triangles or a
Babybel with crackers go down
well with our kids."
- Karina

"I pop Frubes in the freezer and
put in the lunchbox in the
morning. The frozen  frubes are a
novelty and they aren’t as messy
as yogurts. They also help keep
the other items in the lunchbox
cool and fresh!"
- Edel

"Always pack stuff that the kids
can manage to eat quickly e.g.
banana, tangerine segments,
sliced apple, berries, grapes, a
wrap or small roll, some cheese &   
crackers, and water." - Tara



"I roll ham and cheese slices
together into long sausage
shapes, they look really appetizing
and fun! Kids can even have the
fun making them for their lunch!" 
- Una 
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"If you're putting carrot sticks into
their lunchbox, I dunk them in
water just before putting into
airtight container, helps keep
them fresher." - Sandra

"Lightly toast a wholemeal pita
bread - cut it in half on the short
side to make two deep pockets.
Place a fork inside the open
pocket and lay the fork and pita on
a chopping board for a minute
while you make up the fillings -
the fork helps the pocket to cool
quickly and it ‘dries’ it in an open
position so it’s easier to fill and
not soggy! When the pita is cooled
a little, spread a triangle of cheese
or cream cheese on the entire
inside of the pockets. Then either
mix some tinned tuna or chopped
cooked chicken with some
mayonnaise, then add in chopped
cherry tomato + chopped grapes +
chopped sugar snap peas for
extra crunch and veg. If you don't
have pita bread you can also make
them in wraps. Delicious for
adults and kids!" 
- Anne 

"Cream cheese and egg salad
sandwiches are really simple and
easy. Just hard boiled egg
mashed with cream cheese,
spread on your child’s favourite
bread. Just say 'Eggy cheese
sandwich' to your child and watch
them smile." - Jeff 

"I slice a bagel, wrap it up and then
separately in a tub I put in cream
cheese, chicken or smoked
salmon and a plastic knife. It's a
bit of fun for the child to assemble
their own lunch. On sandwich
days, I use a large cookie cutter to
make fun shapes. Sometimes I
put in little ‘love’ note from Mom
or Dad saying 'Have a great day' or
a well done for an achievement
that week or just a simple 'Thank
you for being you'." - Alma

"My kids love this pasta in their
lunch box: cook 100g wholewheat
pasta, drain 1 small tin of
sweetcorn, chop 4 slices of ham
and mix it all with approx 2 tblsp
mayonnaise." - Angela 

"I make sugar free jelly in the
plastic shot glasses my kids love
these! You can also mix fresh fruit
slices or berries into the jelly to
add a bit of fun." - Sinead 



"Our daughter (7 years) favourite
is a pita bread with hummus,
falafel, cheese and cucumber. I
toast the pita and cut open to
make a pocket. Spread hummus
into it, fill with sliced cheese,
sliced cucumber and a falafel." 
- Ramona
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"Make mini quiches! I use ready
rolled shortcrust pastry to save
time. Cut out pastry so it fits
paper cupcake forms, fill each of
these forms with a teaspoon of
your favourite veg (in our house,
it’s peppers, olives, sweetcorn and
tomato) and then add a mixture of
egg and milk (for 6 quiches, 3
eggs beaten with a little milk
usually is enough) to fill up the
cupcake forms. Top off with a
little bit of grated cheese. Into the
oven for 20-25 minutes at 200C
until the cheese is nicely browned
and the egg cooked through. Take
out to cool and keep in fridge.
Taste great warm or cold (also
handy for picnics!)" - Susan

"Breadsticks or celery or carrot
sticks with hummus are a great
alternative to sandwiches and go
down a treat." - Eimear 

"If I make bolognese for dinner,
the next morning I spread some
on bread and grate on cheese,
toast it under the grill, they love it
for their school lunch! Leftovers
for lunches has saved my day.
They also like yorkshire puddings
stuffed with mixed up sunday
lunch leftovers. I fork mash meat,
stuffing, gravy and veg together,
fill a yorkshire pudding, et voila!" 
- Emma

"Quick fried tortilla wraps with
grated cheese, tomato and ham.
Place one tortilla wrap on a heated
empty plain pan (no oil or butter)
add some grated cheese, chopped
ham and chopped tomato. Place
second tortilla wrap on top when
the bottom side is toasted, then
turn over and toast it on the other
side. The ham and cheese will
melt and hold the wrap together.
Then just cut into quarters and it's
ready for placing in the lunchbox." 
- Debra 

"My kids get sick of sandwiches
so we do a few different dips. One
is hummus with carrot sticks,
celery sticks and cucumber sticks.
Another is puree of carrots,
tomato and squash, with pita
pieces to dip." - Elaine 



"I have found that changing the
bread can totally transform my
daughter’s lunches. Try using a
pita, tortilla, wrap, brown soda
bread, or even a hamburger or hot
dog bun! Also, you can use cookie
cutters to cut the sandwich into
fun shapes." - Jessica 
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"With my 3 kids tabbouleh is a big
winner and is so healthy and
inexpensive. Just combine
couscous or fine bulgur with a
combination of fresh veg, fruits,
herbs that your child prefers, olive
oil, lemon juice, salt and pepper to
season. Chop the raw veg tiny and
fussy eaters might just enjoy the
different colours and give it a go!
Examples: cucumber, spring
onions, peppers, raisins, olives,
gherkins, tomatoes, parsley, mint,
coriander... endless options really.
Pop into a small tub and give them
a fork or spoon to eat and some
wholemeal pitta bread. Nutritious
and delicious!" - Jenni 

"Put the water in the freezer the
night before and give it your child
when they are going to school.
This keeps the water nice and cool
for them all day." - Amy 

"My son loves homemade scones.
I make up a batch every Sunday.
Then I bag them up and put them
in the freezer, then on the morning
I just take one out and put it in the
lunch box then it’s defrosted by
the time lunch time comes
around."
- Katriona

"Chorizo and butter bean soup in a
flask. Cut chorizo into slices. Tin
of butter beans, tin of plum
tomatoes, 2 cloves of garlic, one
onion, 300mls of stock. Fry the
chorizo to release the oil for about
5 mins (in a dry saucepan),
remove and set aside. Fry the
finely chopped onion and garlic in
the chorizo oil. Add the tomatoes
and simmer for about 10 mins.
Add the stock and blend with a
hand blender. Add the chorizo and
butter beans. Soup is done. Add to
the flask for lunch. This can also
be microwaved, and freezes
easily." - Ellen

"I made Apple Cheese Wraps.
Take a wrap and put grated
cheddar cheese and grated apple
in the middle and fold in half. Melt
it on a pan then cut in half. These
can be eaten hot or cold. It's
healthy and budget friendly."
- Nancy



"Write a quick and easy message
to your child on their banana
reminding them to have a great
day etc." - Siobhan
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"Put a paper towel under any hot
food to stop the food going soggy,
as the paper towel absorbs the
moisture. Also works to keep
salad fresh." - Rain

"I put an elastic band around a
sliced apple whole to keep it from
going brown - this works really
well and I do it all the time! Also
using cookie cutters to make fun
shapes for sandwiches, my
daughter loves this!" - Rebecca

"Our kids love carrots so I cut
them into kid-friendly spears and
mix them up with cucumber,
celery, apple and salad cream for
a home made form of coleslaw.
They even help me to do this and
this way they can become more
involved in their own meals."  
- Emer

"I always get my daughter to help
make her own lunch as I find she
enjoys the food more knowing she
helped. Small bite size pieces of
vegetables like cucumber, cherry
tomatoes always go down a treat.
I also roll up slices of ham and
place kidsize wraps in her lunch
box so she can make her own
wrap at lunch time and to finish I
put little notes in to remind her
how much she is loved and that
I'm thinking of her." - Noreen

"Include napkins / wipes in the
lunchbox, helps with spills!" - Joan

"I always keep bake at home rolls
in the cupboard for when you run
out of bread, then you can easily
make fresh baked crusty rolls." 
- Lorna

"Prepare  lunchboxes night before,
saves panic in the morning" - Mary
 
"Prepare lunch the night before is
the best tip I have. It saves chaos
in the morning!" - Hilda

"Use bun cases and  put small
slices of ham in, cheese slices in
second, ritz crackers in third and
fruit in another." - Natalie



"Natural (or fruit) yoghurt, layered
with frozen berries is a lovely treat
and a great way to get extra fruit
into the kids. You can add a
sprinkle of granola on top for a bit
of crunch. Layer them in a little
tub when making the lunches the
night before school, store in the
fridge and it’ll be perfect for
yummy lunches the next morning.
Don’t forget to pack a spoon!!" 
- Orna
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"I make savoury pin wheels. Just
take a pastry sheet topped with
pesto, layer rocket, ham or
chicken, onion and grated cheese,
roll it up, slice, place on baking
sheet, glaze with honey and whole
grain mustard for ham or olive oil
and pesto for chicken, bake for 20
mins approx." - Anne Marie

"I always include a vegetable in
the lunch box - broccoli floret,
carrot sticks, pepper slices, snap
peas, cucumber, cherry tomatoes,
etc." - Rebecca

"One great trick I use is to blend
leftover vegetables and meats
with stick blender, add a little
ricotta or creamed cottage cheese
and you have nutritious dips, nice
eaten with vegetable sticks or
crackers." - Seamus 

"Make frozen yogurt & fruit pods
by using cupcake cases. Fill with
whatever fruit the kids love, pour
over with some yogurt and freeze
overnight. Pop in the lunchbox in
the morning and you have a
delicious, nutritional snack that
looks like a treat. I also love
adding little notes on a napkin to
make them smile." - Erin

Gingerbread Men shaped
sandwiches are always a hit. The
kids love showing them to their
friends!" - Michelle

"Lots of little bits to eat - eg a
Babybel, a few carrot sticks with
hummus, a few grapes. It also
helps if they are in little tubs or
silicone cake cases - bright and
colourful. Variety is the key!"
- Leona

"Buy a large french roll or
baguette and make it up with a
filling to their liking on Sunday
evening. Cut it into 5 smaller rolls
and take them in the freezer. Each
evening pop a frozen roll into the
lunchbox & leave in the fridge to
defrost in time for lunch next day!"
- Catriona



"Get the children involved from a
young age.  As soon as they are
home, lunchboxes are washed and
on the draining board so they’re
clean and dry for later.  After
dinner do the lunches with the
children’s help; this way it’s their
choice and they are more likely to
bring home an empty lunch box." 
- Helen
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"My daughter dips banana slices
in yoghurt and then granola and
puts then in the freezer overnight.
They make a lovely healthy snack.
We all eat them now!" - Rita

"We find experimenting with
different breads/carbohydrates
excite our two young kids,
whether it's wholemeal wraps,
ciabattas, bagels or simple home
made brown breads. That's half
the battle. Then we fill with fillings
like rocket baby tomatoes and
meat, hummus or guacamole
sometimes with a little drizzle of
creme fraiche" - Dervilla

"When using a "wet" filling e.g.
tuna mayonnaise in sandwiches or
wraps, put a piece of crisp lettuce
next to the bread and the filling on
top. The lettuce will prevent the
filling from giving you soggy
bread at lunchtime!" - Elaine

"Make up a list to hang on the
fridge that includes all the
possible lunch options divided
into categories. The kids pick one
item from each category and pack
their own balanced, healthy
lunches!" - Fiona

"My lunchbox advice is, focus on
what your child will actually eat
and what they will enjoy, rather
than on what will please the
school.  Your child actually eating,
and their happiness and health, is
what is most important." - Sally

"Every Sunday I organise 5 days'
of veggies, e.g. carrots, celery,
yellow and red peppers, cherry
tomatoes, cucumber.  Put these in
a fridge container to stay fresh all
week and you can grab them each
time you make the lunch up."  
- Helen

"Prep the lunch box in advance
and make sure your kid is able to
open the box. And that they are
able to open all the things you put
in it by themselves." - Vanya



"My kids love soda bread & turkey
in their lunch. Also a little box of
fresh watermelon is a lovely treat.
Snack packs of rice cakes are a
great addition to any lunch box." 
- Caroline
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"I have found that if I make the
packed lunch, it comes home
uneaten. But if I let my daughter
pick from nice bread bread / rolls /
bagel and some turkey / chicken /
ham plus a few grapes and a small
apple / pear, then she will eat it
all" - Mary

"Take a wholewheat wrap, lightly
spread with salsa, then lettuce.
Topped with thinly sliced chicken
or ham. Add some sliced
pineapple and grated cheese on
top. Healthy and tasty." 
- Geraldine

"I make up little tubs of jelly and
add some chopped up fruit" 
- Michelle

"Make up a list to hang on the
fridge that includes all the
possible lunch options divided
into categories. The kids pick one
item from each category and pack
their own balanced, healthy
lunches!" - Fiona

"I put in little notes or drawings to
give them a smile at lunch time." 
- Eoin

"Get the kids involved!  Talk about
the foods they like to eat also
what they would like to try and
think would work together. If they
are involved they are much more
likely to eat their lunch. My
daughter will only eat sliced
apples so she puts the slices in a
small ziplock bag with some apple
juice, to stop them going brown.
They also make homemade
hummus with different veg to
dunk in." - Orla

"Make everything in the lunchbox
small, easy to eat and non-messy.
Cut out the fuss and the stress by
making an “ordinary lunch” but
displaying it differently." - Helen

"I put some natural yogurt in a pot
with chia seeds and chopped fruit,
it's low sugar and has loads of
goodness" - Grace

"I cut the kids sandwiches into
different shapes each day and
they have to tell me the animal or
shape when I collect them." 
- Ann Marie



"Make healthy lunches appealing, I
cut stars and heart shapes in
carrots and cucumber. I get edible
eyes and make faces on fruit. The
kids love it." - Nicola
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"We make calzone pizza wraps -
smear of tomato purée, grated
mozzarella, salami, ham, onion,
tomato or other vegetable of
choice) fold the wrap and either
bake or toast in sandwich grill."
- Anne Marie

"My kids love chopped cucumber
with mandarin. It sounds
strange,but they came up with the
idea, and they are a match made
in heaven! A little dash of lemon
juice over it and you're good to
go." - Vivienne

"My kids love veggie mini muffins
made with carrot & courgette"
- Catherine

"Put berries in separate little
boxes so they don't squish and
colour in the sandwich. You can
get lunchboxes with separate
compartments that do this nicely."
- Trish

"My daughter doesn’t like anything
on her sandwich but butter so we
put a little peanut butter and
carrots into the little section of
her sandwich box" - Donna

"I give my kids a little bottle of
concentrated juice they can make
more, instead of carrying litres of
already made juice which is too
heavy for them to carry." - Averil

"Use an apple slicer to cut an
apple and then keep the slices
together in a rubber band to keep
fresh in the lunch box" - Evelyn

"Small portions of several things,
kept in cupcake cases e.g. cheese
cubes/slices, halved grapes,
crackers or breadsticks,  popcorn,
cut up meat, all small and easy to
nibble" - Anna

"I make homemade oat bars, they
are super easy to make each week
and the kids love them" - Sandra

"Small tubs of custard and mixed
fruit tubs for an extra thing to fill
out the lunchbox." - Lorna



"Giving your child yogurt pouches
or frubes is a great way to ensure
that they get a daily portion of
calcium. It beats traditional
yogurts which always seems to
cause a dramatic loss of
teaspoons from the cutlery
drawer!" - Grainne
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"I make funny faces with the fruit
like a banana for a face I use
cocktail sticks to add 2
blueberries for eyes and a
strawberry for a mouth or I use the
cocktail stick to write secret
messages on the banana peel like
I love you etc" - Kim

"Give small amounts of what they
like. I give my boys a wee treat of
one cracker with jam and the rest
of the lunch is raw carrots,
peppers, sweet corn and grapes.
Plus a yoghurt. Once everything is
cut small they will nibble away
with out realising how much they
have eaten." - Linda

"My daughter loves chicken pesto
and rocket mediterranean style
wraps. We also make pizza
scones for a snack at breaktime,
just add grated cheddar cheese,
chopped pepperoni, chopped sun-
dried tomatoes and 1 tblsp dried
Italian herbs to your scone mix
before baking." -  Zena

"Don't buy lunchables, all you need
are some Ritz crackers and use a
cutter for cheese and ham slices.
Cheaper and you can make them
the night before to save time!"
- Leeanne

"My best lunch hack is to swap my
usual tortilla wrap for a thin well
cooked egg omelette. It works
exactly the same but is way
healthier and jam-packed full of
protein to keep kids fuller for
longer. My kids' favourite filling is
a healthy version of coronation
chicken which actually uses
mango yogurt mixed with mild
curry powder with lots of salad,
it's yummy!" - Laura

"I find the spiraliser is great for
making lunch vegetables look
much more appealing and
interesting." - Norma

"Draw a smiley face on a
mandarin, satsuma or orange. At
Halloween I draw a pumpkin face.
It always brings a smile to their
faces." -   David

"My kids love crackers + peanut
butter, cubes of pineapple and
cheese, hummus and carrot
sticks." - Eileen



"To mix it up my girls sometimes
like to have mini burgers or
meatballs with cucumber and
tomatoes in their lunchbox. I heat
the burgers up and wrap in tinfoil
to keep warm." - Linda
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"As they get older soups become
more manageable and are perfect
for cooler days too. A nice chicken
broth or a classic vegetable soup
will suit most kids but if you know
they'll eat it then try something
more adventurous to keep them
from getting bored." - Sophie

"An alternative to peanut butter or
nutella is a cinnamon spice cream
cheese bagel. Mix cinnamon,
small sprinkle of brown sugar and
cream cheese together and
spread on bagel. Add some raisins
or grated apple if you wish too." 
- Alma

"Something I do to encourage
them to eat up their healthy lunch
(which might seem a bit soppy to
some!) is to pop in a little note
with the lunch, just something
sweet and simple like 'Hope you
enjoyed your lovely homemade
healthy pitta bread today, luv Mum
xx'." - Emer

"Winter time means soup time.
Wholemeal brown bread with
some soup also goes down well,
e.g. carrot and coriander, broccoli
potato & ginger, leek and potato." 
  - Dervla 

"I find that kids always love fresh
cherry tomatoes, at least while
they're  in season. They are really
healthy and give them a sweet
multicoloured burst kids love. I
find they love them on their own
or in a pitta bread or fresh roll. It
you can’t get them to eat fresh
tomatoes, there’s always tomato
salsa which is easy to make and
makes a lovely snack on crackers
with some cheese." - Emer

"My daughter prefers wraps to
sandwiches so we often do cajun
chicken wraps or sometimes left
over fajitas added to the wrap,
rolled then sliced like pinwheels
with a small tooth pick to keep it
together." - Michelle

"Any dip like hummus with carrot
sticks, snap peas and cucumber
sticks with a few pretzels to top it
off." - Cindy

"My kids enjoy brown bread with a
filling of mayo, shredded lettuce,
diced peppers and red onion, and
a chopped boiled egg all mashed
up yum yum" - Elaine
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